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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 
The following changes become effective on Thursday, 22 December 1977 . 
Tim Hoffmann defined a bit in the SOBW word in the control point area to be used 
by CPMEM in deciding when to enter interactive mode. Eventually, the command 
DMPI will set the bit--DMPI has not yet been implemented (see DSN 3, 21 p. 3). 
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Tim also fixed a bug in secure password entry processing in PFILES. Previously, a 
password containing asterisks could not be entered securely with any of the 
permanent file commands. 
Jeff Drummond repaired a bug in CPMEM wherein the D in the DMP report line "dump 
from ••• " was always output as a lower case character to ASCII code terminals. 
Kevin Matthews modified program SFP to process the approved new QQP monitor function 
to be used for gathering S2000 usage statistics (see DSN 3, 22 p. 3). 
' 
John Strait modified DSDSIM to change the names of its overlays from DSDA - DSDH 
to DSDA= - DSDI=. John also fixed an overlay loading bug in DSDSIM. 
Don Hears contributed the following changes. 
1. Shortly after the last new system was installed, we discovered that account 
file messages for binary punch cards were incorrect. We reinstalled the old 
version of BATCHIO shortly after this was discovered (on Friday 77/12/09). 
Don installed a correction for this problem. 
2. Several errors in page accounting were corrected in lCD. The 512 now is charged 
correctly for 8 lines per inch printing. Also, the format characters H and 8 
now work the same on the 512 and on the 501. 
3. Some unused code was removed from lBA. 
4. Program lBA now records the number of a bad record of a binary deck in the 
input file FST entry. 
5. Several minor problems in lTD preset (for PDP-11) were corrected. 
6. Plotter not ready processing in lCD was repaired. 
7. Don repaired an incorrect overflow check in lTD. 
Bill Sackett supplied the following modifications. 
1. Program MSM was altered to avoid RMS hanging during deadstart because of 
wrecked permanent files. 
2. Program CPUMTR was corrected to avoid allocating space for a second exchange 
package on a single CPU machine. 
3. Program DSD was corrected to check for a valid control point number when a K-
display is requested from the console. This fix was gleaned from PSR summary 
456. 
4. DISPOSE processing at file release time was altered to include the length of 
the dayfile when updating the PRU counter used for comparing with PRU limit. 
5. Program MODVAL was corrected to allow deleting of user numbers containing 
asterisks from card input if OP=U had been selected. 
6. Program CPUMTR was altered to avoid using B7 during integer divide in the LDAM 
function. 
7. Program DDF was enhanced to allow reading of tracks beyond the MST definition. 
With this change, we will be able to read the backup copy of device labels 
written by lCK on the innermost cylinders of the device. 
Tim Salo installed the following changes. 
1. Tim contributed a new version of lHS (EXPORT). The new version keeps its over-
lays in ECS and saves 2500 words of CM and 200 words in the PP. 
2. Tim installed three new dispose codes for ASCII files: 1) B6, 63/64 character 
BCD, 2) A6~ 64 character ASCII and 3) A9, 96 character ASCII. Dispose code AA 
was removed. None of these new dispose codes has yet been proposed but were 
taken directly from NOS. These codes will be discussed in more detail after 
the character set committee has met. 
3. Common deck COMSJIO was altered to include the above mentioned ASCII file 
subtypes in the system sector. 
4. Several documentation changes were applied to SUPIO. 
5. Tim added two new common decks COMTDA3 and COMTDA4 which form translation tables 
for display code to 63 character ASCII and for display code to 64 character 
ASCII respectively. 
Bill Elliott contributed two nontrivial changes to PFPACK and TAPES. 
1. The ,PFPACK utility was enhanced with the ability to squeeze holes out of catalog 
tracks and to eliminate catalog overflow conditions. This operation will 
always be performed when calling PFPACK and can be invoked specifically with a 
new command PFSORT. This change adds a new overlay to PFU named 3FB. 
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2. Bill installed a change to the TAPES utility which avoids the necessity of 
processing dayfile tapes in order to extract data on CLEAN, OWNER, RELEASE, 
RESERVE and TEST requests. Data on these operations is now kept on a journal 
file (UI=377777) named RESEXJF. The file is not a fast attach file. The data 
collected on RESEXJF will eventually be processed by S2000 on a daily basis. 
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 
Last Week's Systems Group Meeting - by T.W. Lanzatella 
1. T.W. Lanzatella presented a talk on some of the external differences between 
KRONOS and NOS. These differences were observed by reading the NOS Reference 
Manual and the NOS Time Sharing Users' Reference }funual. It was also assumed 
that all local mods will be converted. The differences include: 
a. A new control statement (and macro) MFL which establishes the maximum field 
length a job may consume. 
b. The job card time limit pertains to each job step rather than to the entire 
job. 
c. New feature SECURE !reMORY invoked with the new macro SETSSM or the special 
entry point SSM=. The point to note here is that a certain class of commands 
cannot be executed after declaring secure memory. 
d. Along the same lines as above, the first command of a procedure file cannot 
be any of the entry points to CPMEM if called from TXOT. 
e. New security feature--attempting to specify an illegal user number from TXOT 
or from within a submit job causes the user to be logged off and a security 
count decremented. This feature is used in SUBMIT, USER, LDI and ROUTE. 
f. New record type for segmented load modules CAP (for capsule). 
g. The COPY and VERIFY commands are much different in order to accommodate S, 
L and F tapes. 
h. Two new systems texts: NOSTEXT (like our SYSTEXT) and PSSTEXT containing 
COMCMAC and COMCCMD (almost like our MACTEXT). The NOS SYSTEXT contains 
only CPCOM. 
i. New flush bit in the FET (Wl,B36). Causes buffers to be flushed if abnormal 
termination. 
j. New macro DSP used by ROUTE and DISPOSE. 
2. Larry Liddiard answered questions about the new Cyber 172 which were posed at 
the last systems group meeting. Larry distributed a document with questions 
and answers. A copy can be obtained from TWL. 
3. Larry described how a separate committee will deliberate on each aspect of the 
NOS ,upgrade. A document was distributed which listed the committees and their 
chairmen. A copy of this can be obtained from TWL. Ron Dykstra suggested that 
a committee be formed to study the effects of the NOS upgrade on remote site 
users. LAL agreed. 
4. Leo May gave a brief talk on the DEC conference he attended at San Diego. See 
Leo for the details. 
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Callprg and Library Tape News - by M. Riviere 
Besides the end of the quarter changes already announced in the previous DSN, the 
following ones also took place on December 20. 
S. Yen changed !}W and SPSONL (Past, Future and Current) from a private account 
number to the Callprg account number. This change was only for 6400 files. 
T. Lanzatella moved PLl from a Callprg tape to a disk pack file. 
A. Mickel introduced the PLM80 cross compiler Fetch type entry in both computers 
and renamed SIM8080 to SIM80. 
J. Strait changed the current version of PASCAL and its library to Past and replaced 
the current ones on the Library Tape with their future versions. 
B. Johnson made the current PLOT31 available as Past and the future version avail-
able as current. Bart also removed the message issued through Callprg to TEKLIB 
users ("SEE WRITEUP,TEKLIB=NEWVER") from the TEKLIB index entries. 
I replaced the Fetch type text, RELTEXT, with a new version that includes the string 
buffer macros from the common deck COMCSBM. 
There were also two extra changes implemented before the previously announced end 
of the quarter modifications took place. One of them consisted of the replacement 
of LDRUSX in SYSLIB with a version that will be calling MANTRAP. The other was the 
replacement of the MANTRAP file for MNF and its associated routine (MANTRP=) on 
MNFCLIB to allow the loading of those products from the System. These two changes 
were made by J. Mundstock. 
The next Callprg and Library Tape modifications taking place after December 27 will 
be on January 16. Modifications for that date should be submitted on or before 
noon, January 5. 
' 
IIIII!! I// 
Cyber 74 Deadstart Dump Analysis - by K.C. Matthews 
From Sunday, 4 December to Sunday, 18 December 
We have had several system failures which seem to be caused by a PPU malfunction. 
They are usually characterized by (1) the contents of a PPU being wrecked; (2) a 
PPU writing itself into some part of Central Memory Resident; or (3) a PP executing 
some leftover code when it should be in the idle program. The problem was es-
pecially severe Sunday night, December 18, when the system was down more than it 
was up. The CDC engineers are trying to find the problem. 
Sunday, 4 December 
16:40 (DD-21) 
lPQ hung when a plot was removed from plotter before completion of plotting. 
22:06 (DD-1) 
Plotter hung again. 
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22:24 
23:27 
23:57 
(DD-2) 
Several PPU's hung with illegal mass storage track requests~ 
something dumb was left over in core from the previous hang. 
was performed. 
Apparently 
A level 0 
PFM hung. A file used by ACCSTAT seems to have been destroyed, and PFM 
hangs whenever an ATTACH is tried. 
Same thing. TWL changed the name of the file. This kept ACCSTAT from 
hanging system. The file was replaced by Quentin the next morning. 
Monday, 5 December 
09:10 
10:00 
20:25 
(DD-4) 
PFM hung because of another bad file. Two level 0 deadstarts were per-
formed attempting to fix the problem. The bad files were removed, but 
the original cause remains undetermined. 
MAGNET stopped because one word in_the middle of a subroutine became a 
zero instruction. Eventually, the engineering diagnostics were run 
(finding nothing) and a level 0 deadstart performed. 
(DD-5) 
The scopes went blank. Some of low central memory was damaged. We could 
not find anything wrong with PPl, the DSD PPU. 
Thursday, 8 December 
11:42 
13:39 
(DD-6) 
CIO appeared to be hung. But CIO was not in the PPU. An old copy of 
liO was in the PP (#25). liO had ended properly, but somehow the PP got 
lost while waiting for something new to do. 
(DD-7) 
BATCHIO appeared to be hung. It may have been a plotter problem. The 
old version of BATCHIO and the plotter software was put in on Friday. 
Friday, 9 December 
09:28 
04:46 
(DD-10) 
CIO was hung. The dump.showed that, except for the three bytes needed to 
dump the PPU, the entire memory was zero. Everything else in the system 
looked O.K. Interesting. 
(DD-11) 
PP25 hung. Again, a program seemed to be executing when the PPU ought 
to have been waiting for something to do. 
Monday, 12 December 
14:51 
15:50 
03:30 
(DD-12) 
The scopes were blank. The engineers looked at the machine and suspected 
that MTR (PPO) had stopped running. But nothing abnormal was discovered 
in the dump. 
(DD-13) 
Low core was wrecked. Several copies of PPl (DSD) were written to low 
core. DSD was still running, but confused. 
(DD-14) 
PP21 was wrecked internally. A bunch of junk seemed to have been read 
into PP21 from some unknown location. 
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03:41 (DD-15) 
lCK hung itself while writing the TRT's to the disk. It discovered some 
illegal bytes in the TRT for equipment 0. This and the previous dump 
showed that the TRT was damaged during the previous hang. It's good that 
lCK hung, forcing a level 0. Otherwise the TRT on the disk would have 
been bad. 
Thursday, 15 December 
15:12 (DD-17) 
Several PPU's, all in the upper PPU bank, were executing monitor functions 
when they should have been idling. At the same time, CPUMTR's exchange 
package was in core at address 0, while the machine was trying to run low 
core as an exchange package. An EXN instruction by some PPU could have 
caused this. 
Friday, 16 December 
01:13 (DD-20) 
CPU monitor error exit. The dump has not yet been examined. 
Sunday, 18 December 
There were 6 deadstarts from 4:00 p.m. until closing. The PPU memory test 
revealed one error, but it could not be duplicated. The engineers replaced 
one PPU memory stack that failed under extreme margins. 
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